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Singapore

2017-01-01

singapore has gained a reputation for being one of the wealthiest and best educated countries in the world and

one of the brightest success stories for a colony turned sovereign state but the country s path to success was

anything but assured its strategic location and natural resources both allowed singapore to profit from global

commerce and also made the island an attractive conquest for the world s naval powers resulting in centuries of

stunting colonialization in singapore unlikely power john curtis perry provides an evenhanded and authoritative

history of the island nation that ranges from its malay origins to the present day singapore development has

been aided by its greatest natural blessing a natural deepwater port shielded by mountain ranges from oceanic

storms and which sits along one of the most strategic straits in the world cementing the island s place as a major

shipping entrepot throughout modern history perry traces the succession of colonizers beginning with china in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and followed by the island s most famous colonizer britain which ruled

singapore until the 1960s excluding the japanese occupation of world war ii after setting a historical context perry

turns to the era of independence beginning in the 1960s plagued with corruption inequality lack of an educated

population singapore improbably vaulted from essentially third world status into a first world dynamo over the

course of three decades with much credit due longtime leader lee kuan yew singapore s first prime minister who

led the country for over three decades who embraced the colonial past established close ties with former foe

japan and adopted a resolutely pragmatist approach to economic development his efforts were successful and

singapore today is a model regime for other developing states singapore s stunning transformation from a poor

and corrupt colonial backwater into an economic powerhouse renowned for its wealth order and rectitude is one

of the great and most surprising success stories of modern era singapore is an accessible comprehensive and

indeed colorful overview of one of the most influential political economic models in the world and is an

enlightening read for anyone interested in how singapore achieved the unachievable

Singapore

2006-03-23

this volume examines singapore s culture of control exploring the city state s colonial heritage as well as the

forces that have helped to mould its current social landscape taking a comparative approach trocki demonstrates

the links between singapore s colonial past and independent present focusing on the development of indigenous

social and political movements in particular the book examines the efforts of lee yew kuan leader of the people s

action party from 1959 until 1990 to produce major economic and social transformation trocki discusses how

singapore became a workers paradise but what the city gained in material advancement it paid for in intellectual
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and cultural sterility based on the latest research singapore addresses the question of control in one of the most

prosperous and dynamic economies in the world providing a compelling history of post colonial singapore

Strategic Significance of Singapore

1972

michael barr explores the complex and covert networks of power at work in one of the world s most prosperous

countries the city state of singapore he argues that the contemporary networks of power are a deliberate project

initiated and managed by lee kuan yew former prime minister and singapore s founding father designed to

empower himself and his family barr identifies the crucial institutions of power including the country s sovereign

wealth funds and the government linked companies together with five critical features that form the key to

understanding the nature of the networks he provides an assessment of possible shifts of power within the elite

in the wake of lee kuan yew s son lee hsien loong assuming power and considers the possibility of a more

fundamental democratic shift in singapore s political system

The Ruling Elite of Singapore

2014-01-17

modern singapore is a miracle half a century ago it unwillingly became an independent nation after it was thrown

out of the malay federation it was tiny poor almost devoid of resources and in a hostile neighborhood now this

unlikely country is at the top of almost every global national index from high wealth and low crime to superb

education and much envied stability but have these achievements bred a dangerous sense of complacency

among singapore s people nicholas walton walked across the entire country in one day to grasp what it was that

made singapore tick and to understand the challenges that it now faces singapore singapura teases out the

island s story from mercantilist raffles and british colonial rule through the war years to independence and the

building of the current miracle there are challenges ahead from public complacency and the constraints of

authoritarian democracy to changing geographic realities and the difficulties of balancing migration in such a tiny

state singapore s second half century will be just as exacting as the one since independence as walton warns

talk of a singapore model for our hyper globalized world must face these realities

Singapore, Singapura

2019-02-01

this book addresses key questions about how singapore is likely to develop going forward what are the key
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challenges facing the state and how is the government going to deal with these matters the book shows how

important lee kuan yew and subsequent individual leaders have been in shaping singapore and goes on to

consider specific new challenges including rapid population growth migration and a changing population mix the

rise of china and possible shifts in the regional balance of power and anxieties about the economy and an

increasing global backlash against the neo liberal free trade regime it considers key areas of economic policy

social policy and foreign policy and explores the changing nature of governance it also examines the singapore

government s effort to contain the covid 19 outbreak overall the book provides a concise comprehensive

assessment of the current state of singapore and its likely future direction

Singapore after Lee Kuan Yew

2020-12-30

singapore gained independence in 1965 a city state in a world of nation states yet its long and complex history

reaches much farther back blending modernity and tradition ideologies and ethnicities a peculiar set of factors

make singapore what it is today in this thematic study of the island nation michael d barr proposes a new

approach to understand this development from the pre colonial period through to the modern day he traces the

idea the politics and the geography of singapore over five centuries of rich history in doing so he rejects the

official narrative of the so called singapore story drawing on in depth archival work and oral histories singapore a

modern history is a work both for students of the country s history and politics but also for any reader seeking to

engage with this enigmatic and vastly successful nation

Singapore

2018-12-13

through economics our politicians have the power to transform people s lives for better or worse think deng

xiaoping who lifted millions out of poverty by opening up china franklin d roosevelt whose new deal helped the

usa break free of the great depression or peron and his successors in argentina who brought the country to the

brink of ruin in this magisterial history economist and politician vince cable examines the legacy of 16 world

leaders who transformed their countries economic fortunes and who also challenged economic convention from

thatcher to trump from lenin to bismarck money and power provides a whole new perspective on the science of

government examining the fascinating interplay of economics and politics this is a compelling journey through

some of the most significant people and events of the last 300 years
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Money and Power

2021-02-04

in the 50th anniversary year of singapore s independence it is timely to trace our developmental journey in order

that young singaporeans students visiting tourists and foreigners working in singapore may be informed about

why and how singapore succeeded despite tremendous odds the two volumes relate the developmental stories

and secrets of singapore so that other developing countries can be inspired to achieve their own successes

Rise of Singapore, the (in 2 Volumes)

2015-11-26

in the years following its traumatic separation from malaysia singapore has risen to become one of the leading

economic powers in southeast asia this economic strength has carried it through the recent east asian economic

crisis as well as providing the resources for an excellent defence capability singapore s diplomatic achievements

include relationships with countries across asia and europe and ensure its interantional status yet despite this

success singapore s foreign policy has continued to be influenced by a deep seated sence of its own

vulnerability politicians from the first prime minister lee kuan yew onwards have focused on singapore s limited

physical size potential domestic and international frailty due to racial tension and confirmed geographical location

these factors have combined to create a powerful nation state which has never allowed itself to take its

sovereign status for granted singapore s foreign policy is the first full length english language study of this

subject and is an essential resource for all those interested in singapore s international role

Singapore's Foreign Policy

2000

in the 50th anniversary year of singapore s independence it is timely to trace our developmental journey in order

that young singaporeans students visiting tourists and foreigners working in singapore may be informed about

why and how singapore succeeded despite tremendous odds the two volumes relate the developmental stories

and secrets of singapore so that other developing countries can be inspired to achieve their own successes it is

a story worth telling so that the great achievements by our pioneer generation will be recorded and which may

serve as an inspiration to the younger generations to guide them for the next 50 years contents volume 1

foreword by ambassador tommy kohintroductionhow singapore manage political dissentthe idea of

singaporesingapore s success in creating a national identitysingapore as a developmental modelwhy are some

countries exceptional if china can learn from singapore why not vice versa graduation address at james cook
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university convocationhow to build characterthe practical application of knowledgehuman resource development

hrd in singaporeknowledge economy the intellectual development of singaporevolume 2 foreword by ambassador

simon d cruzintroduction the three dreamsa tale of three cities shanghai hong kong and singaporetwelve points

on singapore s foreign policysingapore japan relationswhy singapore needs the united nationslessons from our

historywhat singapore may offer to russiasingapore india relationsthe soft power of singaporeafterword the

struggle for singapore readership students economists political scientists and the general public interested in the

following areas the achievements of singapore economic development political governance and leadership issues

in singapore and asean affairs key features it is written simply so that students and young adults can understand

the story of modern singaporeit is written as essays which deal with key aspects of the singapore story so it goes

beyond a simple historyit deals with recent events and trends so it is timely and relevantsingapore is one of the

four asian tiger economies whose economic achievements serve to guide and inspire the next wave of rising

asian economies such as the rest of asean countries china india and elsewhere in the world this book is useful

for many readers who may be curious to learn in further detail how singapore overcame tremendous obstacles to

achieve a respected position in the worldkeywords singapore systems development history features politics

national identity nation building human resource development knowledge economy foreign policy singapore japan

relations singapore china hong kong relations singapore russia relations singapore india relations soft power

Singapore's Foreign Policy

1975

governing singapore provides the most useful and up to date account of singapore s political history since the

accession to power of the people s action party in 1959 and in particular the performance of its governments

since mid 1965 under prime ministers lee kuan yew and goh chok tong

The Rise of Singapore

2015-11-26

it is said that the duty of public servants is to speak truth to power to give honest sound and sometimes

unpopular advice to political leaders underneath the narrative of the singapore story as personified by lee kuan

yew and the first generation leaders lie the lesser known tales of dedicated public servants in the nation building

process singapore s development cannot be fully understood without considering the role of those in public

service during the transition to independence from the 1950s to 60s featuring oral history interviews from the

national archives of singapore with 11 pioneer public servants speaking truth to power singapore s pioneer public

servants reveals first hand personal accounts of the civil service s transition from the colonial era their

relationship with the political leaders and how singapore s economic development was driven by sound public
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administration in those critical years the annotated interviews make for an easily readable format for researchers

and general audiences alike some of singapore s pioneer public servants featured in the book include wee chong

jin the first local chief justicegoh koh pui chairman of the psaabdul wahab ghows solicitor general and high court

judgehedwig anuar director of the national librarykwa soon bee pioneer of singapore s healthcare systemalan

choe hdb s first architect planner and founder of the urachan chin bock chairman of the edbj y pillay the man

behind singapore airlinesngiam tong dow the maverick perm sectommy koh singapore s representative at the

united nationswinston choo the first chief of defence force

Governing Singapore

2000

global cities today are facing fundamental challenges in relation to unaffordable housing and growing economic

inequality singapore s success in making homeownership possible for 90 of its population has attracted much

attention internationally this book represents a culmination of research by the author on key housing policy

innovations for affordable housing housing policy changes were effected in the 1960s through reforms of colonial

legislation and institutions dealing with state land acquisition public housing and provident fund savings the

comprehensive housing framework that was established enabled the massive resettlement of households from

shophouses slums and villages to high rise government built flats in the 1980s and 1990s housing market and

land use regulations were amended in response to the changing needs of a growing economy housing policies

have also been utilised to curb housing speculation build racially inclusive communities and reduce wealth

inequality more recently an ageing population of homeowners has necessitated focus on policies for housing

equity extraction this landmark title is of relevance to all developing economies exploring alternative systems of

affordable housing

Speaking Truth To Power: Singapore's Pioneer Public Servants

2019-12-23

a sweeping policy oriented account of the private and public management of the world s essential natural

resource governments dominated water management throughout the twentieth century tasked with ensuring a

public supply of clean safe reliable and affordable water governmental agencies controlled water administration in

most of the world they built the dams reservoirs and aqueducts that store water when available and move that

water to areas with increasing populations and economies private businesses sometimes played a part in

managing water but typically in a supporting position as consultants or contractors today given the global need

for innovative new technologies institutions and financing to solve the freshwater crisis private businesses and

markets are playing a rapidly expanding role bringing both new approaches and new challenges to a historically
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public field in liquid asset barton h thompson jr examines the growing position of the private sector in the

business of water thompson seeks to understand the private sector s involvement in meeting the water needs of

both humans and the environment looks at the potential risks that growing private involvement poses to the

public interest in water and considers the obstacles that private organizations face in trying to participate in a

traditionally governmental sector thompson provides a richly detailed analysis to foster both improved public

policy and responsible business behavior as the book demonstrates the story of private businesses and water

offers a window into the serious challenges facing freshwater today and their potential solutions

Policy Innovations for Affordable Housing In Singapore

2018-04-23

from a brilliant brookings institution expert an important the wall street journal and penetrating historical and

political study nature of the critical role that oceans play in the daily struggle for global power in the bestselling

tradition of robert kaplan s the revenge of geography for centuries oceans were the chessboard on which

empires battled for supremacy but in the nuclear age air power and missile systems dominated our worries about

security and for the united states the economy was largely driven by domestic production with trucking and

railways that crisscrossed the continent serving as the primary modes of commercial transit all that has changed

as nine tenths of global commerce and the bulk of energy trade is today linked to sea based flows a brightly

painted forty foot steel shipping container loaded in asia with twenty tons of goods may arrive literally anywhere

else in the world how that really happens and who actually profits from it show that the struggle for power on the

seas is a critical issue today now in vivid closely observed prose bruce jones conducts us on a fascinating

voyage through the great modern ports and naval bases from the vast container ports of hong kong and

shanghai to the vital naval base of the american seventh fleet in hawaii to the sophisticated security

arrangements in the port of new york along the way the book illustrates how global commerce works that we are

amidst a global naval arms race and why the oceans are so crucial to america s standing going forward as jones

reveals the three great geopolitical struggles of our time for military power for economic dominance and over our

changing climate are playing out atop within and below the world s oceans the essential question he shows is

this who will rule the waves and set the terms of the world to come

Singapore Civil Society and British Power

2005

the first book to weave eurasia together through the perspective of the oceans and seas eurasia s emerging

powers india china and russia have increasingly embraced their maritime geographies as they have expanded

and strengthened their economies military capabilities and global influence maritime eurasia a region that
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facilitates international commerce and contains some of the world s most strategic maritime chokepoints has

already caused a shift in the global political economy and challenged the dominance of the atlantic world and the

united states climate change is set to further affect global politics with meticulous and comprehensive field

research geoffrey gresh considers how the melting of the arctic ice cap will create new shipping lanes and

exacerbate a contest for the control of arctic natural resources he explores as well the strategic maritime shifts

under way from europe to the indian ocean and pacific asia the race for great power status and the earth s

changing landscape gresh shows are rapidly transforming eurasia and thus creating a new world order

Great Singapore Stories: The unlikely crime buster, Ong Pang Boon

2011

singapore a very short history from temasek to tomorrow is a fresh new and highly readable account of

singapore s history it is a sweeping story of discovery abandonment rediscovery and development of what is

today one of the world s greatest port cities brief as this account may be it incorporates all the latest research

and findings about singapore s past and weaves a concise yet coherent and comprehensive account of the

island over the last 700 years beyond familiar foundational myths and stories this new account weaves singapore

s story on a wide tapestry through a cast of princes sultans colonial administrators occupiers community leaders

and politicians and tells the tale of how they struggled to answer that all important question how do we make this

island succeed two recurrent themes emerge from this gripping account first that singapore was an unlikely or

accidental nation state and second that given its vulnerability to wider regional and international forces it survived

and flourished only because it was able to constantly change and adapt to make itself useful and relevant to the

world and what of tomorrow will singapore survive this book is a hopeful response to these questions

Liquid Asset

2023-11-21

against the claims of the proponents of globalization this book asserts that the system is always in flux and

states and polities are always adjusting

To Rule the Waves

2022-11-22

revision of author s thesis doctoral columbia university 2013 titled strange commodity of cultural exchange

martha graham and the state department on tour 1955 1987
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To Rule Eurasia’s Waves

2020-10-27

an expansive history of how an economic shock a half century ago created a world that is addicted to mass

migration the oil shock of 1973 changed everything it brought the golden age of american and european

economic growth to an end it destabilized middle eastern politics and it set in train processes that led to over one

hundred million unexpected and unwanted immigrants in war work and want randall hansen asks why against all

expectations global migration tripled after 1970 the answer he argues lies in how the opec oil crisis transformed

the global economy middle eastern geopolitics and as a consequence international migration the quadrupling of

oil prices and attendant inflation destroyed economic growth in the west while flooding the middle east with oil

money american and european consumers their wealth drained rebuilt their standard of living on the back of

cheap labor and cheap migrants the middle east enjoyed the benefits of a historic wealth transfer but oil became

a poisoned chalice leading to political instability revolution and war all of which resulted in tens of millions of

refugees the economic and migratory consequences of the opec oil crisis transformed the contours of domestic

politics around the world they fueled the growth of nationalist populist parties that built their brands on blaming

immigrants for collapsing standards of living willfully ignoring the fact that mass immigration was the effect not

the cause of that collapse in showing how war the main driver of refugee flows work labor migrants and want the

desire for ever cheaper products made by migrants led to the massive upsurge in global migration after 1973 this

book will reshape our understanding of the past half century of global history

Singapore a Very Short History

2019

two hundred years after singapore s foundation by stamford raffles in 1819 this book reflects on the historical

development of the city putting forward much new research and new thinking it discusses singapore s

emergence as a regional economic hub explores its strategic importance and considers its place in the

development of the british empire subjects covered include the city s initial role as a strategic centre to limit the

resurgence of dutch power in southeast asia after the napoleonic wars the impact of the japanese occupation

and the reasons for singapore s exit from the malaysian federation in 1965 the book concludes by examining

how singapore s history is commemorated at present reinforcing the image of the city as prosperous peaceful

and forward looking and draws out the lessons which history can provide concerning the city s likely future

development
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Singapore in the Global System

2007-12-21

the gulf monarchies saudi arabia kuwait bahrain qatar oman and the united arab emirates play crucial roles in

world markets and politics their economies which have traditionally been driven by oil revenues have

simultaneously propelled transformative change and preserved the traditional order fossil fuel wealth has

underwritten an implicit social contract characterized by generous welfare states ruler centric politics and a heavy

state presence in the economy facilitating stability during tumultuous times however as the transition toward

renewable energy looms will the gulf monarchies be able to adapt david b roberts offers a definitive guide to

continuity and change in the gulf region he explores the forces challenging and bolstering the status quo across

the political social economic military and environmental dimensions of security roberts examines the six

monarchies individually and holistically considering their recent histories and contemporary concerns beneath

wide ranging changes affecting these countries he pinpoints key dynamics and structures that have persisted

over the long term the book examines key topics such as generational change in leadership migrant workers

female labor force participation u s military influence and the multifaceted threat of climate change roberts

scrutinizes how a move away from the oil centered economic model could reverberate across the social

spectrum with profound implications for security suitable for a range of courses and offering important new

insights for experts this book is an accessible and up to date overview of the politics of a key world region

Martha Graham's Cold War

2020

few gave tiny singapore much chance of survival when it was granted independence in 1965 how is it then that

today the former british colonial trading post is a thriving asian metropolis with not only the world s number one

airline best airport and busiest port of trade but also the world s fourth highest per capita real income the story of

that transformation is told here by singapore s charismatic controversial founding father lee kuan yew rising from

a legacy of divisive colonialism the devastation of the second world war and general poverty and disorder

following the withdrawal of foreign forces singapore now is hailed as a city of the future this miraculous history is

dramatically recounted by the man who not only lived through it all but who fearlessly forged ahead and brought

about most of these changes delving deep into his own meticulous notes as well as previously unpublished

government papers and official records lee details the extraordinary efforts it took for an island city state in

southeast asia to survive at that time lee explains how he and his cabinet colleagues finished off the communist

threat to the fledgling state s security and began the arduous process of nation building forging basic

infrastructural roads through a land that still consisted primarily of swamps creating an army from a hitherto
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racially and ideologically divided population stamping out the last vestiges of colonial era corruption providing

mass public housing and establishing a national airline and airport in this illuminating account lee writes frankly

about his trenchant approach to political opponents and his often unorthodox views on human rights democracy

and inherited intelligence aiming always to be correct not politically correct nothing in singapore escaped his

watchful eye whether choosing shrubs for the greening of the country restoring the romance of the historic raffles

hotel or openly unabashedly persuading young men to marry women as well educated as themselves today s

safe tidy singapore bears lee s unmistakable stamp for which he is unapologetic if this is a nanny state i am

proud to have fostered one though lee s domestic canvas in singapore was small his vigor and talent assured

him a larger place in world affairs with inimitable style he brings history to life with cogent analyses of some of

the greatest strategic issues of recent times and reveals how over the years he navigated the shifting tides of

relations among america china and taiwan acting as confidant sounding board and messenger for them he also

includes candid sometimes acerbic pen portraits of his political peers including the indomitable margaret thatcher

and ronald reagan the poetry spouting jiang zemin and ideologues george bush and deng xiaoping lee also lifts

the veil on his family life and writes tenderly of his wife and stalwart partner kwa geok choo and of their pride in

their three children particularly the eldest son hsien loong who is now singapore s deputy prime minister for more

than three decades lee kuan yew has been praised and vilified in equal measure and he has established himself

as a force impossible to ignore in asian and international politics from third world to first offers readers a

compelling glimpse into this visionary s heart soul and mind

War, Work, and Want

2023-08-29

in this era of climate crisis in which our very futures are at stake sustainability is a global imperative yet we tend

to associate sustainability nature and the environment with distant places science and policy the truth is that

everything is environmental from transportation to taxes work to love cities to cuisine this book is the first to

examine contemporary singapore from an ecocultural lens looking at the ways that singaporean life and culture is

deeply entangled with the nonhuman lives that flourish all around us the authors represent a new generation of

cultural critics and environmental thinkers who will inherit the future we are creating today from chilli crab to tiger

beer changi airport to pulau semakau o levels to orang minyak films these essays offer fresh perspectives on

familiar subjects prompting us to recognise the incredible urgency of climate change and the need to transform

our ways of thinking acting learning living and governing so as to maintain a stable planet and a decent future

Singapore

1988
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providing an analysis of multilateral power markets this book examines power interconnection in southeast asia

especially among the asean countries it uses evolutionary experience of electricity interconnection and trade in

three international markets that have relevance for asean to draw upon common global themes specifically it

compares the southern african power pool the european grid and nord pool discussing the progress made

among asean countries in regional energy integration with a particular focus on the greater mekong sub region

interconnection it also examines the recently announced interconnection concept between lao people s

democratic republic thailand malaysia and singapore exploring the challenges facing asean interconnection of

power grids in the context of previous experience elsewhere in the world this book presents a template for

appropriate best practice in terms of technical political and financial requirements it will therefore be of value to

decision makers interested in the political economy of energy in southeast asia as well as academics working on

energy politics and southeast asian politics

Singapore

2019-10-31

弱冠35歳で首相就任 その強烈な個性と信念で 奇跡の 都市国家 を築き上げた男の前半生 生いたちから日本軍占領下での過酷な体験 1965年の分

離独立までの克明な記録

Security Politics in the Gulf Monarchies

2023-04-18

is there a risk that malaysia s racial mixture and its weighted political and economic structures could again

explode into the kind of violence which in 1969 was only just prevented from setting the whole country on fire

and has singapore s success been bought at a price in civil liberties too high for its health in the future four years

of th

From Third World to First

2000-10-03

with asia especially china and india leading world energy consumption asian energy trends are now of global

interest with deep implications for the world economy and geopolitics understanding the issues often require real

life case scenarios this two volume compilation presents the key topics on asia s energy trends and

developments that were presented at the institute of southeast asian studies in singapore as part of its energy

series programme a wide range of topics is covered from nanotechnology clean energy hydropower renewable
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energy and nuclear power to bilateral relations energy security and energy efficiency all with the unifying energy

theme in the context of asia the nature of the issues is clearly illustrated in the case studies the chapters are

authored by international experts and innovators in their respective fields from academia government and private

sectors providing their perspectives on the energy debate in asia this compilation will provide the reader with

insights into the overall trends and developments that have shaped and continue to influence energy policy

economic strategy and geopolitics in asia the case studies offer an especially useful reference point for experts

and an understanding of the complex issues for laypersons contents volume 1 climate change a global issue tan

yong soon grooming clean energy as a key growth area for singapore goh chee kiong nanoenergy in singapore

hiranmayee vedam innovation with energy and energy with innovation geoffrey c nicholson hydropower in

southeast asia erik knive philippine experiences with grid connected renewable energy power systems n a orcullo

jr the liquefied natural gas lng business from evolution to revolution steve puckett and tony regan developing

renewable energy and carbon abatement projects in asia william i y byun power development plan and status of

nuclear power plant npp development in indonesia djoko prasetijo korean nuclear power technology hae ryong

hwang and shin whan kim malaysian perspectives planning and problems with regard to nuclear energy

shahidan radiman the asian development bank s regional perspectives policies and issues regarding nuclear

energy and sustainable development in southeast asia anthony j jude birthing an asean nuclear energy

cooperation regime drivers status and way forward francisco g delfin jr should asean go nuclear lee yoong yoong

myanmar and the nuclear option thaung tun volume 2 the logic of energy policy the case of upstream oil gas

coal and downstream oil sectors in southeast asia ridwan d rusli east asia s energy challenges general energy

cooperation and the question of competition christopher len contemporary japanese russian energy cooperation

problems current developments and perspectives svetlana vassiliouk energy related policy issues in terms of

japan china relations yuji morita india s pipelines paradox problems and possibilities marie lall the caucasus

conflict instability and fossil energy export route hooman piemani kazakh gas policy in the central asian region

problems and prospects zhanibek saurbek the theory of stable arab gas diplomacy regional energy security

through the arab gas pipeline mary e stonaker readership students researchers and the general public who are

interested to understand a wide range of energy issues and various aspects of sustainable energy keywords

asian energy nuclear energy in asia country case studieskey features it provides different perspectives from

government private and academic sectorsit gives country specific case studies that could be adapted and applied

elsewhereit considers the prospects for renewable energy sources with practical examples as well as the

potential for creativity and innovation as a means to develop energy supply alternativesit is written by energy

experts focused on the asia regionit considers nuclear power as an option for asian nationsit has interesting

information conveniently packaged in one easy to read volume
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Singapore's Foreign Policy

2020-06-27

geography has moulded singapore s self definition much as it has shaped the contours of the rest of southeast

asia a region that lies south of china and east of india placed within overlapping sinic and indic zones singapore

s entrepot role has served both today as china and india emerge simultaneously as rising powers a port city is

going beyond its trading role to engage them in political and security terms this book combines diplomatic history

and international relations theory to show how singapore is facilitating china s and india s engagement of

southeast asia

Eating Chilli Crab in the Anthropocene

2019-03-28

there is a saying that women hold up half the sky this cannot be more true than in the singapore context where

women form more than 50 of the workforce this book is a tribute to the women who have contributed to the

growth of singapore the women have been selected across varying fields ranging from legal financial medical

fashion sports arts to even the now ubiquitous social media these women have demonstrated their ability to rise

above the ordinary and to push the margins as frontier unlike the forbes list that holds a definitive annual audit of

the foremost heads of state ceos and celebrity role models ranked by money and media momentum our list of

madonnas and mavericks are determined by their spheres of influence dedication and commitment to their craft

and industries as well as their somewhat elusive nature these women may not be always in the limelight but they

certainly have contributed to our nation s growth and success

Power Interconnection in Southeast Asia

2000-09

the term middle power is conceptually fragile some scholars have even argued for abandoning it this book

argues that the concept needs to be analysed more profoundly and that new analytical tools need to be

developed to better understand the phenomenon the traditional approach based on western states is insufficient

and has become increasingly irrelevant in a transformed global environment instead of drawing from a single

theory of international relations the contributors have chosen to build upon a wide range of theories in a

deliberate demonstration of analytic eclecticism a pluralistic approach provides stronger explanations while

remaining analytically and intellectually rigorous many of the theory contributions are reconsidering how the

largely western bases of such theorising need revising in light of the emerging middle powers many of which are
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in asia presenting a strong argument for studying middle powers this book explores both the theory and empirical

applications of the concept by rethinking the definition and characteristics of middle powers using a range of

case studies it examines changes in the study of middle powers over the last decade proposing to look at the

concept of middle powers in a coherent and inclusive manner finally it aims to further the discussion on the

evolution of the international system and provides sound conclusions about the theoretical usefulness and

empirical evolution of middle powers today

リー・クアンユー回顧録上

2019-04-02

lion city narratives singapore through western eyes fulfils four aims first it is a study of subjective western

impressions of singapore s 145 years 1819 1963 of colonial history the study is not meant to be an in depth

historical analysis of singapore but rather to give the reader an impressionistic account of how western residents

viewed singapore over the decades second this study could be seen as a short biography of singapore s

evolution as a city the chapters on the imageability of singapore and its urban morphology provide a holistic

perspective of singapore s urban dynamics third this book provides a cultural insight into singapore s population

both white residents and transient visitors as well as the locals or asians fourth it opens a window into singapore

s development at a time when the west was at its cultural zenith and when great britain was the principal

superpower of the 19th century hence singapore carried twin colonial legacies it was the archetype trading

emporium between east and west and it became for the british the major point d appui for defence finally the

singapore colonial narrative is set in a broader academic discourse that allows the reader to see a wider picture

of singapore s colonial development the book does not attempt to make a definitive statement about the western

involvement in singapore it deals more with an association of many subjective western perspectives that add

colour to the liveability of the tropics perceptions of the exotic orient and the myriad views of ethnic groups

without the western writings paintings and maps academia would have minimal records of singapore s

development as a new colony in the early 19th century however singapore s growth has been extremely well

documented this book will appeal to singaporeans interested in understanding singapore s colonial past

westerners interested in the western cultural persona in the development of singapore researchers dealing with

the urban development of less developed countries and colonial development in the tropical world and lastly

academics who are interested in singapore and the region s political and economic development as a case study

Conflict And Violence In Singapore And Malaysia, 1945-1983

2013-04-04

originally published in 1972 this book examines the scope and possibilities for small states in the conduct of their
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foreign policies in the introduction the editor discusses the problem of defining the term small state and outlines

the restraints they face and the type of international roles they play the subsequent chapters analyse the foreign

policies of norway the netherlands switzerland zambia israel cyprus cuba singapore and new zealand in each

study the author examines the factors which shape that country s foreign policy objectives the organizational

structures employed to formulate and implement foreign policy the type and level of international involvement and

the methods used to deal with the political economic and security issues which make up and stem from the

external policies the book will be of interest to specialists and students of government foreign policy analysis and

other branches of international relations

Asia's Energy Trends and Developments

2007

Between Rising Powers

2017-08-15

Madonnas and Mavericks

2018-09-27

Rethinking Middle Powers in the Asian Century

2005

Asia Monitor

2021-11-18

Lion City Narratives: Singapore Through Western Eyes

2024-05-01
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The Other Powers
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